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Abstract- One of the main tracks of research is about Low-cost computing devices in engineering educations. This track face the problem that conventional methods are either too trivial demonstrative educational examples, or too abstracted that it hides away the necessary details students should learn, or too complex industry grade demonstrations. This research targets to utilize lost cost computing devices, and produce multiple step-by-step, educational components for university level. It relies on the experiential learning methodology via generating multiple level educational components for Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) devices. To inspire creativity, two advanced experiences were demonstrated using a 5 mega pixel camera, and a 4.3 inch touch screen module, connected to same FPGA board. A comparison between conventional methods and proposed methods is also presented. Due to its advantages, we disseminate this technique to researchers universities in the nation and abroad.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Introduced almost 4 decades ago, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA), grew from having too limited capability to devices that are capable of modeling millions of programmable gates (or reconfigurable logic). The FPGA market share today is in the billions of US dollars [1, 2]. The FPGA devices allow designers to configure these different reconfigurable logic components, and allow them to change them late as desired. Specifically, FPGA manufactures use SRAMs to allow configurable routing of wires as well. To imagine that, two intersecting wires can be set to connect or be insulated from each other by means of a binary gate to allow them so. Hence, the whole FPGA chip can be configured by knowing exactly what each “bit” needs to be in each wire crossing, and each LUT. This whole group of bits is called the configuration file. The term “Programmable” in FPGA name actually means loading this configuration file to its SRAM, so that it can operate as designed. It is unlike programming a computer in terms of sets of sequential instructions translated to binary code. Once the FPGA gets its configuration file loaded, it does not actually execute a program. It is implementing logic described by those LUTs and connections on its reconfigurable resources.

Logic circuit designers are now equipped with sophisticated design tools, which make the FPGA a feasible choice for implementing, testing, evaluating multitude of integrated circuit components. Furthermore, FPGA technology allows designers to use already fabricated integrated circuits to implant logic circuits and changed them later. Thus, FPGAs become a perfect technology for educators who are involved in reconfigurable hardware design courses.

Instructors using Experiential learning need to only show directions of how to accomplish a task, and not giving the learners all the details of how to take the route to the desired destination [3]. Thus, it makes learning an experience (i.e., not just perform an experiment) that moves beyond the classroom instruction and allows students the opportunity to draw conclusions, and being more involved in their own learning process.

Experiential Learning is thus considered as Learning by reflection on Doing [4-12]. It is not a new concept, and various philosophers stressed it in their teachings. It was conceptualized by Aristotle about Ethics as “for the things we have to learn before we can do them, we learn by doing them (first!)” [13]. However, in the 1970s, David A. Kolb developed a fundamental modern model of experiential learning [14]. According to Kolb, [15-16] the learner must be actively involved in the experience; reflect on the experience; analyze the outcomes; and perform decision making and problem-solving skills in order to use the new ideas gained from the prior experience. In this process, instructors to give constructive feedback to the learners, but they should not rush to provide the answer [17-19], especially when creative abilities are to be developed (critical thinking, design, synthesis, etc.), and particularly when there is not a single right answer. They will use their experience to judge or evaluate an outcome of a targeted component and share it with the learners [20-21].

Experiential learning was used in different fields of engineering education. For example [22], it was used via hardware emulators, and FPGA were used in latter stage of complex multi-part designs. Also, in 2020, two different comparative studies for experiential learning were done in two different universities in China, and New Zealand considering virtual reality applications, concluded that it enhances learning experience [23,25]. Furthermore, researchers investigated the incorporation of experiential learning at a Canadian university, in 2017, but they implemented it in a single engineering course, without FPGAs, and thus results were limited [25]. Recently, a research team in Horus University-Egypt adopted the use of FPGAs in experiential learning [26, 27].
II. CAMREA LEARNING BY EXPERIENCE

The author founded the Experiential Learning Research Lab in the Faculty of Engineering at Horus University-Egypt via funds made available both internally and externally. Figure 1 shows an angle of this lab, where stations are set to design different students experiences. [26, 27]

Of the acquired components in this lab are the Altera DE2 board, shown in Figure 2, and the TRDB_D5M board [31], shown in Figure 3, which provides 5 Mega Pixel Digital Video when connected to FPGA boards such as the Altera DE2-70 / DE2 boards.

![Figure 1: The Experiential Learning Research Lab (EXL-Research) showing multiple stations](image1)

![Figure 2: The Altera DE2 board](image2)

![Figure 3: The TRDB_D5M 5 Mega pixel camera](image3)

The DE2 /VGA monitor/ D5M Camera experiential learning setup is as shown in Figure 4. We ought to connect the monitor to the DE2 board’s VGA port, and the D5M to the 40-pin GPIO port of the board (the outer right black port). This will allow a Learning by Experience which will involve the following:

1- Students need to connect the VGA output of the DE2 board to a VGA monitor. If the camera is not initialized, then the VGA monitor would display an output as shown in Figure 5.

2- Once the student presses the push button KEY0 on the DE2 board, the camera interface is reset, and it should start capturing video stream. The captured stream is routed to the attached monitor, as shown if Figure 6.

3- Students can then press KEY3 to switch the camera to the FREE RUN mode.

4- If KEY2 is pressed, a snapshot of the free video is taken; and if KEY3 is pressed again to switch back to FREE RUN mode.

![Figure 4: The DE2/Monitor/Camera experiential learning setup](image4)
5- Students can then use the KEY1 to set the exposure time for brightness adjustment of the image captured. When SW[0] is set to Off, the brightness of image will be increased as KEY1 is pressed longer. If SW[0] is set to On, the brightness of image will be decreased as KEY1 is pressed shorter, and so on.
6- Finally, students can set the SW[16] to On position, and the captured image will be enlarged with KEY0 and KEY3 pressed in order.

Based on this Cyclone II FPGA boards, the instructor may further challenge the students by projects of high complexities. Examples include integrating algorithms for edge detection of the objects in the motion picture, or performing color correction, or image compression of the still captured images. Thus, students will need to use more capabilities of the FPGA design tools. Also, for advanced courses, the same project can be extended to send the outputs to a network interface, thus using a web browser, and a microprocessor on the FPGA chip and so on. In those later experiences, students will need to learn more about Hardware Description Languages (HDL), such as Verilog or VHDL together with Schematic editors, in-chip logic analyzers, functional simulations, and timing simulations.

III. TOUCH SCREEN LEARNING BY EXPERIENCE

Another related experience is the use of the Touch LCD module. A 4.3 inch touch screen (TRDB_LTM) module [32] shown in Figure 7, is also found in the experiential learning lab mentioned before. After proper configuration of the FPGA board, students can touch the bottom left corner and top right corner of the LTM panel to display the next and previous photos respectively. Also, the seven segments are set to indicate the coordinates of the touch, should the user experiences touching other than those designated corners. Figures 8 and 9 show example of possible results.
IV. FPGA BASED EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL METHODS

Conventional ways to implement basic logic circuits include:
- Logic simulation
- Discrete component implementations
- Ready off-the-shelf logic blocks

In the following we list advantages and disadvantages of these choices as they compare with:
- Modern, FPGA based logic circuit implementations
  
  **Logic simulation:** This is typically a computer based simulation of the logic circuits (such as LogiSim, ModelSim, etc). Although very useful to illustrate teaching concepts, they fail to give the necessary physical experiences, and students may still find it not convincing that their design will actually work.

  **Discrete component implementations:** This is straight forward buy, and try approach. Usually, students are asked to acquire parts on their own, and build the circuit. Most of the time, due to lack of prior experiences, students break many parts, and may get frustrated from having to buy more parts to replace failed ones. Also, it requires a very thorough attention to details of all wirings, which can be sometimes too time consuming and also frustrating.

  **Ready off-the-shelf logic blocks:** This tries to remedy the problems of previous choice, but for its simplicity, fails to give the student the proper hardware experiences of industrial implementation technology.

  Furthermore, none of the implementation methods used above are actually used in the computer logic design industry today.

  FPGA technologies have reached a maturity level that is used in industry and can be also used in multi level (i.e., basic to complex) design circuits.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the we presented two advanced demonstrations of design experiences using a 5 Mega pixel camera, and a 4.3 inch touch screen module for the experiential learning pedagogy. Detailed step by step illustrations were give, so that instructors can use it to duplicate the experiences and benefit from them. Furthermore, we compared such developed
experiences with conventual methods, showing that experience learning, even in its basic form resolves the problems found in traditional teaching.
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